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Blood pressure management in stroke: Five new
things
Simona Lattanzi, MD, Mauro Silvestrini, MD: We appreciated reading the article by
Bowry et al.1 addressing the long-debated and controversial issue of management of
blood pressure (BP) in stroke. The authors integrated different relevant aspects such as
stroke subtype, eligibility for reperfusion therapy, cerebrovascular anatomy, and concur-
rent medical conditions to provide practical suggestions aimed at formulating a timely,
effective strategy for BP control in both ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke.

Besides BP reduction at specific target goals, further efforts should also be undertaken to
ensure stability of BP levels. BP variability has been increasingly recognized as a strong vas-
cular risk factor and a predictor of stroke outcome independent of mean BP levels.2–4 In our
opinion, greater attention should be paid to this new perspective because of the potential
implications in clinical practice. First, continuous monitoring should be tailored to provide
additional information on short- and long-term BP fluctuations. Second, physicians should
not be falsely reassured by BP readings within “normal” ranges if high variability coexists.
Finally, practitioners should be aware that BP stability may be affected by both the in-
tensity of treatment and the type of antihypertensive agent.5
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Authors Respond: Ritvij Bowry, MD, Digvijaya Navalkele, MD, MPH, Nicole
Gonzales, MD: We appreciate and welcome the insightful comments set forth by Drs. Lattanzi
and Silvestrini on our article.1 BP variability and its relation to clinical outcomes is an impor-
tant clinical variable that cannot be emphasized enough,4,6 especially in light of recent evidence
suggesting the same.
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Special requirements for electronic medical
records in neurology
Nitin K. Sethi, MD: Unfortunately, I share neither the enthusiasm nor the optimism of
McCarthy et al. about neurology-specific electronic medical records (EMRs).1 While some
of the authors’ suggestions, if incorporated, would certainly make my life easier and my
clinical care more efficient, I am not convinced they would translate into better patient
care. Much has been written about the pros and cons of EMRs. Whether we admit it or
not, current EMRs are designed primarily to ensure appropriate documentation of diag-
nosis and treatment in order to be compliant with billing and coding regulations. While the
current generation of EMRs certainly makes the lives of compliance officers and medical
coders easier, it does so at the cost of a patient history that is populated from multiple clicks
on symptoms and exams that often are not relevant to the presenting complaint. I prefer to
type my history, examination findings, and assessment into the EMR in free text form. It
makes more sense to me and hopefully to a colleague who may be covering for me. But
typing a note in this format takes time, unless you can type at the speed of thought! Self-
cloning (cloning of your notes) is a big no-no and I ran afoul of the almighty compliance
officer. As it stands today, the EMR remains an undue burden for this neurology care
provider.
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Authors Respond: Lucas H. McCarthy, MD, MS, Christopher A. Longhurst, MD, MS,
Jin S. Hahn, MD: We thank Dr. Sethi for his comments concerning the difficulties many
physicians face regarding the usability of many current EMRs.1 EMR usability is a major
source of physician professional dissatisfaction, as reported in a large survey sponsored by
the American Medical Association (AMA) in 2013.2 According to a related press release
from the AMA, EMR systems in use today are “cumbersome to operate and are an
important contributor to [physician] dissatisfaction.”3 With this in mind, the AMA
recently called for an EMR design overhaul and provided a framework for prioritizing
redesign for physician usability to improve physician satisfaction.4 We agree that usabil-
ity is an important focus for the future of EMRs and is not an issue specific to neurol-
ogists. The neurology-specific recommendations that we described are in line with
the efforts of the AMA and other organizations to improve the functionality of
EMRs through improved specialty-specific data collection, communication, and inter-
operability. With the increasingly widespread use of EMRs, we see many opportunities
for improvement and encourage physicians to be an active part of the optimization
process.
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